Case Report
This case report is to be prepared prior to presenting to an assessor for a Case Report Discussion.
Trainee RANZCR ID: ___________________
Patient Details

Clinical Supervisor: ____________________

Initials: ___________ Age: _______________ Tumour Site:

Histological Type

___________

TNM or Stage:

Identification of the problem
Summarise the features of history, examination and investigations relating to this patient, including prognostic and
pathological features, where relevant.

MANAGEMENT PLAN
What treatment plan was recommended?
Include all modalities and their sequencing.

What was the purpose of treatment for this patient?
E.g. cure, pain control, local control

.

Tailoring care to this patient
Include patient, tumour and treatment specific factors - e.g. social, psychological, cultural and spiritual issues; need for
allied health involvement; role of MDT in decision making.

Collaboration with colleagues
Include referrals to dentists or allied health professionals for further assessment prior to or following treatment,
treatment plan including different modalities.

Provide justification for recommended treatment
Include key evidence as appropriate, rationale for combination of therapies if applicable. If other modalities could be
used as an alternative to radiation therapy, indicate why radiation therapy was chosen.
Consideration of eligibility for clinical trials, if applicable.

Possible follow up investigations, considering survivorship issues

TREATMENT DETAILS, if Radiation Therapy is included in management plan
Treatment prescription
Include patient positioning, target volumes, beam arrangement, modality, energy, and justification of
dose/fractionation schedule. In the palliative setting, relate the justification of the dose/fractionation schedule to the
patient specific prognosis.

Normal tissues/structures
Specify dose volume constraints and how respecting these may impact on technique.

TREATMENT TECHNIQUE
Special treatment techniques (e.g. brachytherapy, TBI, Stereotactic), only when applicable
What factors are specific to this technique? e.g. what are the practical steps in undertaking brachytherapy, TBI or
Stereotactic Radiation Therapy.

Plan appraisal – potential improvements and/or justification of technique used
Comment on whether any compromises were made and what was the justification for these compromises.
Attach isodose plot(s) and/or DRRs and/or DVHs and/or photographs if this assists explanation or learning.

What are the limitations of the radiation technique used to treat this patient? What are the
alternatives?

What are the potential acute and late side effects of this treatment, and the likelihood of these
occurring?
Include the specific chemotherapy related side effects if concurrent chemotherapy used.

What is the expected outcome for this patient?

REFLECTION

Could management of this patient have been improved?
Would alternative treatment options have improved the care for this patient? If in the palliative setting, discuss issues
related to best supportive care.

Application of learning
What did you learn from this case that you will apply to the care of oncology patients in the future?

